NON WOVEN POLYESTER
ROLL OUT MAT
Hotels & Resorts, Counties, Cities, Towns, National
& State Parks, other government and non-profit
organizations officials, as well as any individual
willing to increase accessibility to their beaches
should consider providing our ABA / ADA beach
compliant AccessMat® system to comply with the
Architectural Barriers Act and the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
Visually attractive, the blue color of the
AccessMat® provides a surface that is highly
visible, delineating the route to access
recreation areas for people with visual
impairments, while the brown color perfectly
blends into the landscape. AccessMat® can
be offered in 3’, 5’ or 6’ width by 33’, 50’, 75’
and 100’ length and is available in blue or
brown color.

AFFORDABLE
Designed & finished in the United States,
starting at $7.35 per square foot
AccessRec LLC provides the most affordable
way to create a beach access route. Especially
when compared to the costs required in
frequent replacement and extensive
installation, maintenance or repair of our
competitors, AccessMat® is the most
economical solution on the market.

COMFORTABLE AND SAFE
Developed specifically for pedestrian traffic,
AccessMat® provides the friendliest surface
for barefoot beach goers. Wherever a water
pervious, enhanced grip walkway access is
required AccessMat® Beach Accessibility Mat®
is the solution. AccessMat® polyester
material provides the safest edges that
do not require secondary finishing.
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AccessMat® Beach Accessessibility Mats have been
specifically developed for use in permanent or temporary
recreation access applications. AccessMat® is a portable and
removable rollout access route that can be used in a multitude
of applications for individuals of all abilities (pedestrians and
wheelchairs access), as well as strollers, and more particularly
in beach environments.

AccessMat®

AccessMat®

This highly reduces the risk of injury to
bare feet or cutting your hands when
installing or removing AccessMat®. Our
AccessMat®’s cool surface lends to the
barefoot users’ comfort, especially on
those hot, sunny days!
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QUICK INSTALLATION
& MAINTENANCE
Two people can install a 5’ x 100’ section in
less than 10 minutes.
Minimal maintenance - it can be cleaned by use
of a broom, blower, or pressure washer-sand goes
through the permeable structure of the mat and
does not get stuck under the surface of the mat.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY & RECYCLABLE
This environmentally friendly product is easily
installed and removed per environmental
regulations. The UV stabilized polyester
material is recyclable after use reducing its
environmental impact.

DURABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT
AccessMat® will not fray on its edges nor show any
kind of wear & tear on the surface during normal
use and proper maintenance.
The durability of construction and portability of the
product make it the perfect solution for providing
accessible beach pathways. Utilizing the benefits
of polyester ensures that rigidity and strength
are preserved over soft sand surfaces, while the
non-woven polyester material is able to contour
to undulating surfaces. Weighing only 0.42Ibs/sqft
AccessMat® can easily be carried by 1-2 people
At the end of the season simply roll back your
AccessMat® and store it until the next beach season.
Unlike some of our competitors’ products, your mat
will remain as lightweight as the first time you put
it down, as sand does not get stuck under the flat
polyester surface. AccessMat® comes with a 2 yrs.
warranty

durable connectors that won’t detach under tension - simply insert our innovative plugs and
stainless-steel bolts & nuts inside the connector’s holes to connect two mats in a seamless
manner. Connector & Hardware are 100% barrier free and ADA compliant.
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AccessMat®

AccessMat®

CONNECTOR & HARDWARE SYSTEM
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